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According to officials of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund, third world nations
stand to benefit from the lower interest rates that have accompanied the recent stock market tumult.
Next, while interest rates and the prices of stocks have fallen over the past two weeks, commodity
prices, which directly affect many developing economies, have generally remained stable. World
Bank and IMF economists therefore think that at this stage Third World debtor nations could be
insulated from the financial crisis that has shaken the major industrial countries. However, leaders
in debtor nations are also aware that economic weakness or recession that may stem from stock
market declines in industrial nations would result in lower export revenues. Terms of trade for
Third World commodities and manufactured goods have already declined substantially in the 1980s.
In the past two weeks, the LIBOR London's interbank offering rate, a barometer of international
rates dropped one percentage point. On an annual basis, this would translate into $4 billion of
interest savings on the $400 billion of commercial debt owed by developing countries, mostly in
Latin America. Even with this advantage, however, the debtors' situation has deteriorated this year:
between January and October, interest rates rose by three percentage points. Developing countries
are already suffering from slow growth. At around three percent overall, growth is barely keeping
pace with population increases. But the stock market changes of the past two weeks "have not yet
had an impact in developing countries," said Jean Baneth, director of the international economics
department at the World Bank. An IMF economist who asked not to be identified commented: "If
the general policy response is right, we might not lose much economic growth. If it's wrong, we
could face a global turndown." He said he saw "positive effects" from Washington's principal policy
response to the stock market plunge, which has been to pump money into the banking system.
Richard E. Feinberg, vice president of the Overseas Development Council, which studies Third
World problems, added that if the stock market instability "frightens governments into more serious
efforts at coordination, that would be beneficial to developing countries." His point was that the
improved cooperation could stave off a recession that would hurt developing countries' exports.
Although all exchanges have been battered in the past two weeks, markets in many developing
countries still compared favorably as of last week with levels at the beginning of the year. From Dec.
31, 1986, through Oct. 26, share prices were up 225% in Taiwan; 161% in Mexico City; 102% in Seoul,
South Korea; 80% in Bangkok, Thailand; 61% in Santiago, Chile; 34% in Harare, Zimbabwe; 20% in
Manila; 14% in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, and 8% in Bombay, India. But the stock market in Buenos
Aires fell 18% and in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 67%. Over the same period there were declines of 6% in New
York, 13% in Paris, 16% in Frankfurt and 15% in Zurich. On the other hand, the London stock market
is up 15%, the Tokyo exchange 33%, and the Sydney, Australia, market, 71%. The statistics were
produced by the World Bank's International Finance Corporation, which promotes the private sector
in developing countries and monitors share prices. (Basic data from NEW YORK TIMES, 11/02/87;
back issues of Chronicle)
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